Common cannabimimetic pharmacophoric requirements between aminoalkyl indoles and classical cannabinoids.
Aminoalkylindoles (AAIs) are structurally dissimilar from the classical cannabinoids (CCs), however, both AAIs and CCs appear to bind at the same site on the cannabinoid receptor. To obtain better insights on the structural correlation between AAIs and CCs, we have studied the conformational properties of the potent cannabimimetic AAI WIN 55212-2 and its inactive analogs using high resolution 2D NMR spectroscopy in combination with computer-assisted molecular modeling. The pharmacophoric similarities between the AAIs and the CCs were then investigated using superimposition techniques. The absolute stereochemistries of the biologically active enantiomer (-)HHC were used as superimposition points and considered as internal controls in order to test the molecular principles guiding this experiment. Our results show that the model is congruent with a superimposition in which the naphthoyl, morpholino and 3-keto groups in the AAI, respectively correspond to the side chain, cyclohexanol OH and phenolic OH of HHC. A good fit is obtained when the two biologically active antipodes are superimposed. Conversely, the fit is poor if the inactive AAI enantiomer is superimposed on the active HHC enantiomer. It can also be seen that in such an orientation a certain deviation of the C-ring from the plane of the phenol ring of the tricyclic HHC component and of the morpholinyl portion from the plane of the indole ring of WIN 55212-2 is essential for cannabimimetic activity. The inactive enantiomer WIN 55212-3 has its respective components aligned in the opposite quadrant. By comparing the stereoelectronic features of representative AAIs and CCs, we have developed a model which may help to uncover the pharmacophoric requirements of the AAIs and serve as a basis for future SAR and drug design.